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CORRELATION OF CYLINDER-HEAD TEllPERATtJRES AND COOLANT HEAT REJECTIONS OF A
MULTICYIJNDER, LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE OF I71O-CUBIC-INCH DISPLACEMENT

By BBrCE T. LUKDII+,JOHNH. PO~OmYr aDcILorLs J. CHELKO

SUMMARY

Data obtained from an exienm”reinrestigaticm OJthe cooling
characteristics oj jour n-diqdinder, liquid-cooled engines
hare been analyzed and a correlation of both the cylinder-head
temperafure8 and the coolant heat rejection8 with the primary
tmgine and coolant caria.bles was obtained. Tle method of
correlation wag preciously dereloped by the L5’.4CAfrom an
analy.h of the cooling processes inrolred in a liquid<ooled-
tingine cylinder and is based on the them-y oj nonboiling,
forced-confection heat tiansjer. Zie data. correlated included
en~”ne power output$ from 276 to 1860 brake horsepower;
coo[ant$owsfrom 60 to %?0gallonsper minute; coolantsrarying
in compwition from 100 percent water to 97 percent ethylene
glycol and 3 perc(nt wattr; and ranges of engn”ne~peed,manifold
pre8sure, ca.rburetor4r temperature, jue[-air ratio, exhau8t+cM
pressure, ignition timing, and coolant temperature. Ilie
e~ecton engine coolingoj 8caleformation on the coolant passage~
qf the engine and oj boiling of the coolant under mriow oper-
ating conditim? is a180discussed.

The results of this analytis indicated that the correlation
method is applicable to multicy[tnder, liquid-cooled engines
of the type inrestigatedand permits theprediction qf the cylinder-
head temperature between the exhaust calres within approm”-
mately ~ Ii?a F and of the coolati heat rejection m“th an
accuracy qf &5 percentfor any operating condition within the
range of fhe in resh”gation.

INTRODUCTION

An investigation of the cooling characteristics of recipro-
cating aircraft engines is of importance in order to insure
satisfactory engine performance at extreme conditions of
operation. A considerable amount of data on the coding
chtimeteristics of various air-cooled engines has been
publkhed by -iarious inwst”~ators but little data have been
published on the cooling characteristics of liquid<ookd
N@Iles .

An eWensive research program to determine the cooLing
chamct eristics of liquid-cooled engines mas therefore insti-
tuted at the hTACA Cleveland Moratory in 1943. The
initinl phwe of this program consisted of an investigation
conducted on a single-cylinder engine to provide data for a
fundamental study of the heat-transfer processes in-rolvecl.
The final resuhs of this in-restigat ion are reported in refer-
ence 1 in which an ana@is, based on the theory of nonboiIing
forced-convection heat transfer, was made of the cooliig

processes in a LiquicI-cooIed engine. This anrdysis reedted
in a semiempirical method, similar to that presented in
reference 2 for air-cooIed engines, of correIat ing the cylinder-
head temperatures with the primary engine and cooIant
-iariables; and this method was successfully applied to the
data.

FolIov.-ing the investigation on the single-cykler engine
(reference 1), a comprehensive investigation of the coding
characteristics of a mult icylinder engine of 171O-cubic-inch
d~pIacement was conducted. The primary data obtained
in this investigation are presented in reference 3 in the form
of pIots of the cylinder temperatures and the cocdant heat
rejections against the basic engine and coolant variaMes.
In order to determine the applicability of the corrdation
method of reference 1 to a muhicyhnder en=gine and to
obtain in most conveniently applied form a compIet e formula-
tion of the principal coohng characteristics of Iiquid-cooIed
engines, this semiempirical method was employed in slightly
modified form to correlate both the cylinder-hetid-t emper-
at ure data and the cookmt-heat-reje ction dat a of reference 3
with the primary engine and coolant. variables. The results
of both of these correIat ions as well as examples of their
application to a typical problem are presented herein.

The data used in the correlations presented in this report
co-ier wide ranges of engine and cooIant eomlit ions including
en#ne power outputs from 275 to 1S60 brake horsepower,
cooIant flows from 50 to 320 gal]ons per minute, and cooIants
composed of ethylene glycol—water mktures ranging in
composition from 100 percent water to 97 percent ethylene
gIycol and 3 percent water.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The data used in this analysis were obtained from V-1?1 O
enggnes set up on a dynamometer stand and are presented
in tune form in reference 3. The data used in the cor-
relation of EyIinder-head tempwatures were obtained from
four engines that are cki=mated mgines A, B, C, and D in
reference 3 and herein. Data for the correlation of coolant-
heat rejections -were obtained from en=tie D only; data from
engties A, B, and C are not included for this correlation
because the experimental technique used for these engines
was not sufficiently refined to protide hmt-rej ect ion data of
the accuracy requirecl for this analysis. The en=tie models
used are 1?-cyhnder, liquid-cooled, V-type engines with a
displacement of 1710 cubic inches, a 5.5-inch bore, and a
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6.O-inch stroke. The compre=ion ratio is 6.65 and the
engines are fitted with single-stage geardriven superchargers
having a gear ratio of 9.6:1 and an impeller diameter of 9.5
inches. The standard ignition system is timed to tie the
intake spark plugs 28° B.T.C. and the exhaust spark plugs
34° B.T.C. The valve overlap extends over a period of
time equivalent to 74° rotation of the crankshaft.

The cyhnder-head temperatures were measured by iron-
constantan thermocouples installed in each cylinder between
the exhaust valves, between the intake valves, and in the
exhaust spark-plug bow at the locations shown in figure 1
and according to the method described in reference 3.

A schematic diagram of the cooling system is shown in
figure 2. Copper-constantan thermocouples, differentially
connected to a portable precision-type potentiometer, were
instaI1cd at the locations shown in figure 2 for the purpose of
measuring the coolant temperature rise across the engine and
the coolant cooling-water temperature rise across the cookrs.
The coolant flow was measured by means of a venturi
instahl in the main coolant line and the coolant cooling-
water flow was measured with a calibrated rotameter
installed in the cooling-water line. Further details of the
instrumentation and a dwription of the general setup and
auxiliary equipment are given in reference 3.

A summary of the engine and coolant conditions covered by
the data used for both the cylinder-head-temperature and
heat-rejection analyses is given in table I. In order to iso-
late the effect of the engine and coolant. variables on both the
cylinder-head temperatures and the coolant heat rej cctions,
one of the conditions was vrwied in each of the tests, while,
in general, all the others were held constant. The tests on
engine A covered typical engine operating conditions varying
from cruise to take-off power and included data for several
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coolant flows and temperatures and a rango of engine COO1Oilt-
outllet pressures from 10 to 30 pounds per squme inch gngc.
The effects of coolant twnpmatun? and engine power on the
cyLinder temperatures were further determined in the part of
the investigation conducted on engine B. Tests in which
an af tercooler was mounted on this engine wcro rdsa mndc to
determine the effects of varying the charge flow, the nmnifold
temperature, the fuel-air ratio, and the aft.ercooling condi-
tions on engine cooling. The part of thu investigation on
engines C and D was conducted to extend tlm rango of
the cylinder-head-temperature correlation and to provido
data wsential to both correlations lhut. were not, obtaincwl on
the other two engines.

ANALYSIS

SYMBOLS

The following symbok are used in this armlysis:

x. . . mean area of cylinder waU, (sq ft)
B, . . . BIOconstants
5 specific heat of coolant.} (Btu)/(lb) (“l’)

~11 specific hcwt of air at constant pressure, (Btu)/
(lb) (“I?)

9 acceleration duc to gravity, 32.2 (ft) /(scc~
El heat rejected to coolant, (Btu)/(see)
J mechanical equivalent of hint, 778 (ft-lb)/(13tu)
k thermal conductivity of coolaJlt, @ttm)/(see)

(sq ft) (°F/ft)
b= thermal conductivity of cyhnder waLI, (13t@/

(SW] (sq f t) (°F/ft)
n,n,8 exponents
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engine speed, (rPm)
Prandtl number of coolant., c~/k (dimensionless)
carburetor inlet-air temperature, (aF)
effective cylinder-gas temperature, (“F)
average cylinder~ead (gas side) temperature,

(“F)
average cylinder-head (liquid side) temperature,

(“F)
average coolant t emperaturej (“F)
dry inlet-manifold temperature, (“F)
supercharger impeller-tip speed, (ft)/(see}
engine charge (air plus fuel] flow, (lb)/(see)
coolant flow, (Ib)/(see]
mean thickness of cyhnder vdl, (ft.)

B, ~:x factor that accounts for temperature

drop through cylinder head
absolute ~iscosity of coolant, (lb)/(ft) (see)

DERIVATIONOF COREELATION EQUATIONS

Consideration of the process by which heat. is transferred
from the hot gases in the engine cylinder to the coolant in
a liquid-cooled engine indicates that the heat must pass
through a series thermal path in the following steps: (1)
from the gases in the cyIinder to the gas+ide cylinder wall;
P2) through the cylinder vralI; and (3) from the liquid side
of the cylinder wall to the coolant. In reference 1, the
foIlowing three equations viere presented for this series
thermal path:
Cylinder gases to vd

H= BIW.’(T.- T,) (1)

where T~ is a function of the fuel-air ratio, inIet-manifoId
temperature, ignition timing, and eshaust pressure.
Through cyhnder -iraU

Cylinder wall ta coolant

‘=B’(9’6Y’T’J-TJ

(2)

(3)

Cylinder-head-temperature correkion equation.-In order
to obtain a single equation expressing the cylinder-head
temperature T* in terms of the primary engine and coolant
variables, equations (1) to (3) are combined in such a manner
as to eIiminate H and Tar~. This combination of the three
basic equations of heat. flow leds to the folloa~ cylinder-
head-temperature cordation equation:

[(H)(+)-ZI’’P’)’=B’(T)-” ‘4)
where

Z=B, ~T

and

In equation (4), the coolant-flow factor WJP is the
separated variable, the effect of charge flow being incorpo-
rated with the temperature parameter. It may be desirable
k manY cases, however, to separate the effect of charge flow.
By rearrangement of equation (4), the follo~m alternative
form is obtained in which the charge flow is the sepamted
variable:

(EN@kH+zl=m’-=‘o
The constant G, the factor Z, and the exponents m, n,

and ~ are determined from the test results and the details of
their evaluation are given later in this report. The aigni6-
cance of other factors appearing in the correlation equation
or used in the amdysis is discussed in a following section.
When these factors are ev-abated, the relations among T*
and the various engine and coolant operating conditions wiII
be completely defied by equation (4) or (5), and these
equations will then serve to correlate and permit the pre-
diction of cykder-head temperatures for any engine and
cookmt Operating candition.

If modes of heat transfer other than normal forced convec-
tion are predominant or if variables other than those con-
t ained in the correlation equation have an effect on the
cylinder temperature=, the data may be expected to depart
from a satisfactory correlation. Two such factom that may
be encountered in engine operation are boiling of the cookmt
and scale build-up on the cooIant passages. The effects of
these two factors are ilhstrated in figures to be presented
subsequently.

Coolant-heat-rejection correlation equation.-A.n equation
expressing the coolant heat rejection H in terms of the
primary engine and coolant variables is obtained .by a recom-
bination of equations (1) to (3) in a manner similar to that
used for th~ derivation of the cylinder-head-temperature
correlation equation except that, in this case, the variabl=
T, and T,,l are eliminated. This recombination of the basic
equations of heat flow leads to the folio wing heat-rejection
correlation equation:

~l(%)-(&)-z]’(pr’’=Bs(~)-” (,,

As for cylinder-head temperature correlation equation (4),
the coolant-flow factor 11”~~is the separated variable in this
equation and the effect of charge flow is incorporated with
the temperature pmameter. Prearrangement of equation (6)
to place the charge flovr as the separated variable gives
the follovcin.g ahernative form for the hea&rejection correla-
tion equation:

[“(=)-(f+)(A*)-’]=”’-’m
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The values of the various constants appesringin equaLion (6)
or (7) are evaluated from the data in a manner similar
to that used for the cylinder-head-temperature correlation,
as illustrated and subsequently described. When these
factors are evah~ated, the relation between H and the various
operating conditions will be completely defined by equation (6)
or (7) and these equations will then serve to correlate and
permit the prediction of coolant heat rejections for any
engine and coolant operating condition.

SIGh~CANCE OF FACTORS

CooIant heat rejeotion Hi— The total cooIant heat rejection,
including the heat rejected from both the cyHnder heads and
the cylinder bsrrek, is used in the heat-rejection correlation
presented herein. This vaIue of coolant heat rejection was
determined from the measured flow and temperature rise of
the coolant eooIing water and was corrected for an estimated
piping loss of 2 percent of t.kheat rejected.

CyIinder temperature Tfi.—The temperature Th used in the
correlation of cylinder-head temperatures is the average of
the temperatures measured between the exhaust valves for
thti 12 cylinders of the engine. This temperature Iocation
was chosen because it is the most widely used temperature
for this engine and, being in the hottest region of the cylinder
head, may be considered indicative of critical cooling condi-
tions. Although an a.veragc cylinder-head temperature is
indicated in the derivation of equations (4) and (5) and is used
in the cor.dation presented in reference 1, a satiafac.tory
correlation would be expected for any single temperature
location. This possibility of satisfactorily correlating the
temperature of any location is a result of the linear relation
(reference 3) that exists between temperatures at various
locations in the cyIinder head.

In order to permit an evaluation of the maximum cylinder-
head temperature obtained for any operating condition, the
reIation between the average temperature for the 12 cylin-
ders and the temperature of the hottest cylinder is presented.

EfPective oylinder-gas temperature T,,—The effective
cylinder-~ temperature T~ is the gas temperature effective
in transferring heat from the cylinder gases to the cylinders,
and, as previously indicated, is considered a function of the
fuel-air ratio, inlet-manifold temperature, ignition timing,
and exhaust pressure. The value of Tf for the various
engine conditions for the correlation of both cylinder-head
temperatures and coolant heat rejections is determined from
tests subsequently described and HIustrated.

Dry irdet-manifold temperature Tm.—The true inlet-
manifold temperature in a conventional multic.ylinder engine
is difficult to measure because of the presence of unevaporated
fuel in the charge mixture. For cooling correlations, the
expedient of using a calculated dry Met-manifold tempera-
ture instead of the measured manifold temperature is
adopt ed. This dry inlet-manifoId temperature is defined
as the sum of the air temperature at the carburetor inlet
and the ctdculated temperature rise of the air incurred in
passing through the supercharger. This temperature rise

was calculated on the assumption [htiL thero was no fud
vaporization. By assuming a valuo of 0.90 for the slip
factor, which is the raLio of tho pressure coclheienL to the
adiabatic Miciency of the supercharger, the dry inle(-
manifoId temperature. T~ may be lfTiLlm as

T==TC+% (8)

For the single-stage engines used, this relation reduces to

()Tm=Tc+25.28 ~o~o ‘ (f))

For the tests of the engine fit tad with the afLercooIcr, ihc
temperature drop of the chargo mixture incumxl in passing
through the af terroo]er was calcultited from thr hw t rcjectcd
to the aftereooler coolanL and subtracted from the nmnifohi
temperature determined from equation (9).

Charge flow W, and fueI-air ratio,-Tllo vduc of ckgc
flow W, was LAen as the total charge flow (air plus fuel) Lo
the engine., although similar corrcht,ions may aLso bc nmclc
on the basis of thti air flow alone. Tho fuel-air ratio used
was the mean fuel-air ratio to all cyIin&ws as obtained from
the total air and fuel flows.

Coolant flow W, and coolant temperature T1,—The coo]nnL

flow Tf’i was, for simplicity, taken as the total codmL flow
to both cylinder bank%. Although the construct ion of thr
coolant passages in the engine is such thaL the flow vcwics
considerably from cylinder to cylinder, iL is shoum in rt~fcr-
encc 3 that chtinges in the total flow cffccL proportiomd
changes in the flow over any onc cylinder. TILC caolan(
temperature T’ was taken as the average of the inlet nml
outlet temperatures of both cylinder banks.

Physical properties of coolants, —Tho physical propcrt ics
of the cooIants (specific heat c, absolute viscosity p, tlwrmrd
conductivity k, and therefore tho Prandt.1 nmnbcr 1+) vicrc
evaluated at the average eoohmt tcmpcraturc 2’1. ‘rho vld-
ues used were obtained from rcfcrcncc 4 and am prescnhxf
in convenient curve form in refercnco 1.

Constants Bl, B8, and Z and exponents m, n, and s, -TI1o
constants Bl, Ba, and Z and the exponwlls m, n, and 8 arc
determined from the test results, and the dctnils of the mwl-
uation of the9e factors arc given in the following section,
The values obtained for theac constti~~ts and ospo]~rntsj and,
in addition, the value of Tz, will noL nwessarily h tho snme
for both the cyli]ldcr-heacl-temp~~rmtllrc md the hcat-rcjcc-
tion correlations because in the cyIilltlcr-l~eti(I-t~*u]I)crnL~lrc
correlation only the cylinder head is iuvolved; whweas in
the heat-rejection eorrela t ion hot h tho cylindw hrud a ml thr
cyhnder barrel are in-rolwd in the trtmsfcr of lwtit LO tlw
coolant.

CYLINDER-HEAD-TEMPERATURE CORRELATION

EVALUATION OF FACTORS

As previously indicated, the vahm of the cffccLivc gas
temperature T. at various engirm operating conditions d
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tha values of the constant Z and the exponents m, n, and ~
must be evaluated before the correlation equations may be
used to determine the cyIinder-head temperature Th for ~ar-
ious engine operating conditions. k general, the values of
these factors are determined independently from analysis
of test. data that are selected to permit a simplification of
correlation equation (4) as required for this evaluation. The
details of the evaluation of these factors are described and
illustrated in the following paragraphs.

Effective cylinder-gas temperature T..—The method used
to evaluate T,, which has been successfully applied to the
correlation of cooling data obtained for a large number of
air-cookd engines and the liquidaxkcl e~~ine of reference 1,
constitutes &t the establishment of a reference -ralue of
T. for a gi~en set of operat”mg conditions and then the
determination of the variation of T. with etich of the perti-
nmt engine conditions. On the basis of previous correla-
tion work, and in the interest of consistency with other
cylinder-head-t emperature correlations (references 1, 5, 6,
and 7), a reference value of Tg for this correlation of 1150° F
was chosen for a fueI-air ratio of 0.080, an inIet-mrmifoId
temperature of 80° F, standard ignition timing (approxi-
mately ma.simum power setting), and an exhaust pressure
of 30 inches of mercury absoIute. Investigation has shown
that the correlation is insensitive to changes in the magnitude
of this reference value of TC;itisimportant, however, that
its variation with engine conditions be accurately determimd

The variation of T, with fuel-air ratio, manifoId tempera-
ture, ignition timing, and exhaust pressure was determined
from the tests in which these factors were independently
-nu-ied whih hoIding aII other engine and cookmt comlit ions
constant. For such conditions, correlation equation (4)
reduces to

Th– T,
—= constantT.– Th

(lo)

This constant can be evahat ed from the cylinder-head
and coolant-temperature data obtained at the reference
operating condition for which the value of Tg has already
been chosen. The variation of T, with each of the afore-
mentioned wriabIes can then be calculated from the vtdues
of the constant and the cooIant and cylinder-head tempera-
tures obtained for the range of operating conditions in
question. Although the value of the constant is dependent
on the charge flow and coolant conditions of the reference
operating condition and thus was not the same for each series
of runs for which the variation of T=was l-wing established
(see table 1), the variation of ~~ from the chosen reference
~alue is independent of the value of the constant and hence
is vaIid for any engine charge flow and coolant operating
condition.

The variation of T. with fuel-air ratio is shown in me 3.
The values of T. presented have been corrected to a dry
inlet-mariifold temperature of 80° F in accordance with a

rdation between the manifold temperature and T~ that will
be subsequently discussed. A maximum value of T. is
reached at a fuel-air ratio of about 0.067, which is appro.ti-
mateIy equaI to the fuel-air ratio for the st oichiometric mi..-
ture. Data obtained from three diierent engines, one of
which was fitted with an aft erectoler, are included in figure 3
and close agreement among the three is noted. The varia-
tions obtained for both the single-cyIinder engine of refer-
ence 1 and the air-cooIed engine of reference 5 are aIso shown
in this f@re. The Yaks of T~ for the single-cylinder
engine are seen to be somewhat. lower than those for tb
multic~linder enginea of the present- invest igat ion, partic-
ularly in the rich region, but close agreement between the
mult icylinder liquid-cooled ancl air-cooled engines is evident.

The variation of T. with the calculated dry i.rdet+mmifold
temperature T= is shown in figure 4. The data, which are
presented for three engines and various engine operating
conditions, have been adjusted to a fueI-air ratio of 0.080 in
accordance with the relation between T~ and the fuel-air
ratio that is presented in figure 3. AS indicated in equation (9),
the inlet-manifold temperature may be varied by chang-
ing either the carburetor inlet-air temperature or the engine
speed. Data obtained from tests wherein each of these
quantities was independently varied are presented (f&. 4)
and both sets of data faII on a common curve. An average ‘“
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chmge in Tg of about 0.25° F per degree Fahrenheit change
in T. is indicated and correction of T~ to other than 80° F
manifoId temperature is therefore made in accordance with
the relation
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ATC=0,25 (T=–80) (11)

The effect of eshaust pressuro on T. for three vaIucs of
fuel-air ratio and various cngino conditions is prcsen[cd in
figure 5. These vahms of T. have lxwu corrcchd to an
inlet-manifoId tmnperature of 80° Fby mcam of cquat-ion (11).
An increase in exhaust pressure results in an incrcaso in T8,
and, for the range of fueI-air ratios covcrcd, the incrmso
is somewhat greater at the lean than at ihc rich mixt-
ures. A similar effect of exhaust pressure on T. was ob-
tained in the tests of an air-cooled engine, which are rcpmtcd
in reference 6, and also in tests of a.nothw Iiquid-cooled
engine conducted at this laboratory (data unavailabIc). For
convenience, a cross plot of them curves is shown in f~urc O
in which Tg is pIot tcd as a function of fu&air ratio for
exhaust pressures of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 inchm of mercury
absolute. The curve for an e.xhust prossuro of 30 inches
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oxhanet Dlwalms frw eylfndcr-head-tcmpwatum mrrdatlmr (ebte[md from aoss plot of
dg. 6). Date eerrected to dry fnlet-merdkdd temperature C4W F; emndnrd Igott[on
th&w er.@neD.

of mercury w& obttiined from figure 3 and the shape of Lhis
curve was used as a guide in drawing those for the other
exhaust pressures.

The variation of T. with ignition timing for engino speeds
of 2600 and 3000 rprn is presented in f~re 7 m a plot of
AT~ against ignition timing. This vmirtMc AT* rcprcscnts
the change in eflective cylinder-gas temperature from tlw
value at the standard ignition timing (CXIMUSLspn rk plugs)
of 34° B.T.C. The magnitude of tho corrcdion to Tc for
other than standard ignition timing incrmscs posi tivcly a9
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the spark setting is increased or decreased from the normal
position. The data separate somewhat with engine speed
for a spark-plug timhg later than the normal setting but,
for simplicity, a singIe curve has been drawn through aIl the
data.

Exponent n on charge flow.-The vaIue of the exponent
n on charge flow TI“Cwas obtained from tests at constant
coolant conditions in -which the charge flow was vatied by
changing the engine speed, manifold prwure, or exhaust
pressure. For such conditions, equation (4) reduces to

(12)”

A Iogaritbmic pIot of ~ against W, is shown in fig-

ure 8 and the slope of th~ Iine through the data, which is
equal to the ~alue of the exponent n, is 0.60. Although the

absolute value of the factor ~ would be di.flerent for

different coolant conditions, ‘the slopes of the resulting
Iines would be the same. The data for the runs with a
coohmt flow of 300 gallons per minute were adjusted to a
flow of 250 gallons per minute to be consistent with the rest
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Tk–Tl .
of the data by changing the factor -TT m accordance

a— ir
with the effect of coolant flow on the cyIinder-head tem-
perature presented in reference 3. Data covering a wide
range of engine speed, manifold pressure, and exhaust
pressure are presented for two engines and cIose agreement
is noted.

Faotor Z,—The factor Z was determined from tests in
which the coolant temperature and composition were held
consttinfi while the coolant ffow 137~ivas varied. For these
conditions, equation (4) may be written

(H)(T?+J-Z=”BGJ(13)

A plot of (~) (W%=) ttgakst l/~’[, using ~~e previ-
g— h a

ously d~termined values of Tt and the exponent n, is shown
in figure 9 for five different cooIant compositions. Extrapo-
lation of these data to 1/11”1=0 (at which point the value of

(g)(&)
is equaI to the Z factor) results in a value

of 0.13 for Z. Because of. the somewhat arbitrary nature
of this extrapolation, the final value for Z was chosen by
drawing curves having the same generaI shape m those
premnted for a similar plot in reference 1 and then com-
peting and pIotting a final correlation of. ~1 the ~ata.
(based on equat~ou (4)) using three different dues for Z
in the neighborhood of the value indicated by the curves;
the value that gave the most satisfactory correlation (0.13)
was finaIIy chosen.

In the investigation of reference 3, it was found that the
cylinder-head temperature, particularly in the exhaust or
hot side of the head, increased tith engine running time
during the initial operation of the engine. This increase in
temperature is illustrated in figure 10 and it is noted that
the temperature between the exhaust valves increased about
25° F during approximately the initial 100 hours of engine
running time and remained substantially constant as the
operating time was further increased, UnLike the variation
exhibited by this temperature loc.atjgn, the temperature at

.36
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FIGUEE 9.—Determination of faotor Z from varhtfon of
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for eylhrdeAeaMemperat ure omrdatfom Awrage rmlant &rperatur& !246° F; engine D.

~GUEE 10.–Varfetkm of amage cyilnder-heml tcmprretures with or@ne runn[ng lknl,
Engfne speed, ZKOrpnx manifold prcswra, 32fneheemorcwry dmolutc: CILUWIWW, 1.57
pounds w ~nd; fuel-ah ratio, 0,00& carburetor-etr temperature, SF F: cuokmt,30-70
ethylene glyml—wmw; coolant flow, XKl KWons per mlmrt~ arerw mohnt tmrpxuttu?,

245” F; stederd Igultion tlrufng;exhaustprr?wro, 2WI Inchmmercury absolute;M@Ue 1),

the exhaust spark-plug boss incrcnscd only slightly tlnd the
temperature between the intake vtdves remained constant
over the entire period of the iuvcstigution. As (Iiscussed iu
reference 3, an inspection of the coolant passnges of n srrnpprd
cylinder head revealed scale deposits on the c.xhaust side d’
the cylinder head but none on tho intrdw side. This incrmse
in temperature was therefore attributed 10 the scale dcposi 1s
on the coolant passages. Because the Z ftwtor accounts for
the temperature drop through the cyIindcr hwul, th~k iurrerlsc
in cylinder-head temperature with engine rul]ning time will
be reflected as a similar variation in the Z factor. TIIC value
of the Z factor (0.13), which wns dt’ternlincd rtfter ahou t. 100
hours accumulated engine running time, is tlwrrforv appli-
cable only for this or greater engine running times. Although
the. final correlation is insensitive to th mtignitudr of tltis
basic vahm of Z, it is necsesrmy that t.hu vnrititirm of Z, which
occurs during the initial period of engine running time, ho
accurately determined and includd in the finnl corrrla [ion,

The variation of Z during the initiaI period of oughm
running time wns determined from cyIi~id(’r-l~cn(l-L(’It~l]crtiturc
data obtained at a reference oprmting condition. For Lllis
reference condition, the coolant conditions were cons[an t;
accordingly, equation (13) may be written

(14)

The vaIue of the constant is determined from the substitution
into the equation of the previously dcterminml vnluc of Z mid
the pertinent engine and coolant. dti [a obtninccl tit 100 hwu~
engim.mnning time. The vrduo of Z at other cngino rllrming
t.hrws- is then determined from tho value of LIIOconslu~~L

and the cylinder-head t,empemturcs obtained tit the runni]]g
time under consideration,

A pIot showing the variation of the Z fticlor for engine D
with engine running time is presented in figure 11. ,tl. cfln IIc

seen that the Z factor increases during the initial engine
operating time in a mtinncr similnr to thut for the cylindvr-
heacl temperature (fig. 10) and t.haL there is no signifirnnl
change in the vahw of Z after about 100 houra running tifnr.
It is expected thaL this phwmmenon will vmy from engine to
engine depending upon the history of operation. The 11’lI)~C
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of conditions and engine running time over which this wria-
tion was estab~ished is indicated in table I.

For engine D, the value of Zused in the subsequent cylinder-
head-t emperature correlation plots was determined from the
curve of figure 11. For engines A, B, and C’l the data -ivere
insufficient to provide separate evaluation of Z, but most
of the correlation data provided by these engines -were
e.)btained after the engines had been run for a com~iderable
length of time so a ~alue of 0.13 was used. Because this
vahe resulted in satisfactory correlation of the cylinder-
head-temperatme data from engines A, B, and C viith those
of engine D, it may be assumed that the cooIant passages of
these engines viere in about the same condition as those of
engine D after about 100 hours engine running time.

Exponent m on coohnt-flow parameter WI/p.—The T-alue
of the exponent m on the coohmt-ffo-w parameter ll”l~p -was
determined from teats in which the coolant temperature and

.14

. /2

z
./0

.m
u 20 40 60 80 jm /20 /40 180 [80

FIGCBE ll.—l-arfation of Mor Z fm cyffndm-head-temperature eorreletfon with fuitkf
engine ruining tkne attributed to scafebuifd-up in eoohmt pz+segfsc4engine D.

composition were hdd constant while the coolant flow lT~ was
varied (simiIar to data for determination of Z factorl. For
th~e conditions, equation (4] ma-y be written

K2=w+H1’=43-m(15,

A Logarithmic plot of the factor [m)(+)-zl’
aguinst. WJp is shown in figure 12 for five difTerent eooIant
compositions. The slope of the straight lines through these
data is equal to the exponent on W,/p. Lkes ha-ring the
same slope are drawn through the data for each coolant and
the value of the exponent m is accordingly establkhed as 0.48.
This value for the wponent m, -which is established from these
selected data, wiU, of course, be verified by the slope of the
[ine through aLl the data on the final correlation plot based on
equation (4).

Exponent s on Prandtl number Pr.—The raIue of the
exponent s on the PrandtI number Pr was determined from
data for a constant -due of WJP; for this condition, equa-
tion (4) may be reduced to

[(J:%)(*)-ZI’=B7(P’)-‘“)
The slope of the line determined by a logarithmic pIot of

K&W&J 1–Z k against Pr wouId then establish

the value of the exponent-s. A wide range of Prrmdtl number
for this plot may be obtained if data for severaI dMerent.

coolants are used. h order to construct this plot, it is con-
venient to obtain vahms of the factor

[(2%)(+)-’1’
from figure 12 for a constant value of 13”t/~ and then to
cross-pIot the vaIues of this factor against the PrandtI num-
ber Pr of the difTerent coolanta. Data obtained from a cross
plot of figure 12 at a constant value of tTrl/~ equal to 55,000
is shown in figure 13 and the slope of this line thus establishes
the vaIue of the esponent. g on the PrandtI number F? as 0.33.

FENAL COREELATION

Fired correlation with coolant-fIow faotor WJP as in-
dependent variable.-The tial correIat ion based on equation
(4), which is obtained by plotting the factor

[(H:)(&)-zl’‘Pr)oa’
against Ti”l/p on logarithmic coordinates for aIl test data
for the four engines, is presented in figure 14(a). Although
the data points scatter considerably, the maximum variation
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in Th resulting from this scatter is not large. A -m.riation in
T* of & 12° F for typimd engine conditions at nornd rated
power is represented by the dashed lines in the figure, and
it is seen that ahnost all the data Iie with this band.

The vvdue of the exponent m, which is obtained from the
sIope of the line through the data, is, as previously deter-
mined, equaI to 0.48 and the value of the constant B~, found
by substitution of the vahws of the coordinate of any point
on the line into the correlation equation, is equaI to 0.00163.
The fud equation is accordingly written

[(2=xiJ-zlk‘pr’Oa=0.001’3(w””’17)
and will apply over a considerable range of engine operating
conditions, coolant temperatures, cooIant flows, and coolant
compositions.

2!

I.1

—

—

In order to ilhstrate the variation in the correlation ob-
tained among the four enginw, the correlation of &ure 14 (a)
is repIot ted in figure 14(b), using a. diflerent symbol for
each engine. The separation of the data between engines
is sIight and the scatter for one engine is almost as great as
the total scatter for fdl engines.

Final correlation with charge flow W. as independent
variable,-Correlation of the test data based on equation (5),

where~tYfactor(H) [f*)(&)+zI

is evaIuat ed by using the previously determined vahm of
m, s, Z, and Ba and P1Otted against the charge flow W@ is
shown in figure 15. A straight line with a slope of – 0.60,
which is eauaI in absolute value to the value of the exponent

! TI on lT’c,’ previously determined, is drawn tlmo@h

~
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data. As a result of the different arrangement of the terms
in this equation, the scatter of the data is considerably
less in figure 15 than in f@re 14; the over-d accuracy
of the correlation is, of course, the same.

‘i’i%en equation (17) ia rearranged in accordance with
this pIot, the following form is obtained:

(%mT$iwN$4+zl=~.-o””“8)
As pretioueIy mentioned, the values of the factor Z for

engine D used in plotting the final correlation of figures 14
and 15 were obtained from figure 11. If a constant average
vaIue were used for Z, the scatter of the data would be in-
creased .from approximately A 12° to “about &22° F, depend-
ing upon the engine running time.

In order to facilitate the computation of head temper-
atures by mems of equation (18), values of the coolant-

prop~typ~a~e’~(&)arep’ese”~din‘igme’’~for. . .
various coolant mixtures of ethylene glycoI and water over
a range of coolant temperatures.

Effect of boihg of coohmt on correlation,-It was found in
the investigation of reference 3 that under some conditions
of operation a reduction in coolant flow increased the amount
of boiling of the coolant thus reducing the norrmd tendency
of the cylinder-head temperature to increase with reduced
cooIant flow. In order to determine the ~ect of this boiling
of the coolant on the head-temperature correlation, the rela-
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tions given by equation (18) were considmcd. The h’fk
hand side of this equation should normally he a function of
only charge flow and, if boiling of the coolant. wrrc ncgligiblej
would be independent of the coolant flo]v. If, howevrrj
boiling occurs to an appreciable exhmt, tho value of the
left-hand side of this equation would ba expcctcd to vnry
with th~ coolant flow. A plot of tlia ptirametu againsL
coohmt ffow is shown in figure 17 for two cliffcrent engine.
operating conditions and several coolant compositions. For
cooIant flows greater than about 100 gallons pm minute, [ho
value of the plottwl ptirametcr is indcpcmhmt of tho coolant
flow, which indicates that boiling of the coolant did not occur
to a noticeable degree in this range. For coolant flows Iws
than about 100 gallons per minute, however, tho }falue of tho
parameter increases with reduced coolant flow (clcpcndil]g
on the engine power and coolant), which illustrates t,hc tend-
ency of boiling of the coolant in this rango of flow rates to
reduce the cylinder-head temperature.

The maximumvariationof the parameter plotted in figure 17
is equivalent to a decrease in brad ttunpcraturc of less
than 10° F. Because this variation is within the nornml
scatter of the data, the correlation is not seriousIy aff~chxl
by boiling for the ranges of variables covered. Extrapolnt ion
of this correlation to combinations of higher cngino power,
lower coolant flows, or lower cooltmt pressures thail 1110s0
covered by this investigation would,, however, bc subj CCLto
uncertainties and reduced accuracy of prediction of cylinder
temperatures.

Relation between maximum and average oylinder-head
temperature.-In figure 18, the cylinder-head tcmpcraturo
between the exhaust valves of the hottest cy]imlcr is plotlcd
against the average tempwmturc of the 12 cyliidws aL this
location. Good correlation of these data is ohttiincd for nll
conditions and for all engines with the maximum cylindw-
head temperature ranging from 10° ta 20° F h@rr than tlm
Iverage temperature. From the correlation of the average
:yIinder-head temperature with WI primary engine variables
md coolant variabIes given in figure 14 or 15 and from tho
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relation between the maximum and average hetid tempera- not necessarily be the same for both the cylinder-herd-

tures shown in figure 1S, an estimation of the maximum temperature correlation and the coolant-heat-rejection cor-

cylinder-head temperature between exhaust vzdves is possibIe rdation because only the heat-transfer processes occurring

for a Iarge range of engine and cooIant conditions. in part of the cylinder head me involved m the cylinder-

COOLANT-HEA’I!-REJECTION CORRELATION
head-temperature correIat ion, whereas the heat-transfer
processes occurring in the complete engine cylinder are

EVALUATIOX OF FACTORS involved in the heat-rejection corrdation. The method of

AS previously discussed, the -mdues of the various constants evahmting the various constants and exponents for the

and exponents appearing in the comekdion equations may coolant-heat-rejection correlation is, however, similar to that
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previously discussed for the cylinder-head-temperature cor-
relation and the details of their determination are given in
the following paragraphs.

Effeotive oylinder-gas temperature Tf.—Because of dif-
ferences in the heat-transfer processes affecting the cylindcr-
head temperatures and the coolant heat rejections just dis-
cussed, the reference value of T~of 1150° F that was used for
the cylinder-head-temperature correlation was considered
unsuitable for application to a correlation of coolant-heat-
rejection data. Accordingly, a reference value of Tz for the
coolant-heat-rejection correlation was determined from ccm-
eideration of equation (1)

H= B, W.’(T,- T.) (1)

The reIation betweau H and T, for constant W. and T. is
obtained from runs in which one of the coolant variables ia
varied WMG aII the engine conditions are heId constant.
These values of 12 are then plotted against Th and extrapo-
lated to zero ~; the value of That zero ~ will then be equaI
to the value of T~ at the particular engine operating
condition.

The value of T~ indicated in equation (1) should be an
average inside dl temperature for the entire cylinder, but
inasmuch as the instrumentation was insufficient to provide
an average wall temperature, the average of the temperature
measured between the exhaust wolves of tho 12 cyIinders
was used. Although the resulting reference value for l’, is
somewhat higher than what wouId have been obtained if an
average cyIinder temperature were used, this procedure is
considered satisfactory; as previordy mentioned for the
cylinder-temperature correlation, the accuracy of the fkal
correlation depends primarily on the accurate determination
of the variation of T~ with the various engine operatin~con-
ditions and is insensitive to fairly large changes in its refer-
enc8 vahe.

TIM resulting plot of H against TA obtained from runs in
which the coolant temperature T1 was varied for two dif-
ferent cookmts is shown in figure 19. Extrapolation of the
curves to zero H, at which. point the average head tempera-
ture is equal to the effective gas temperature, gives an
initiaI vaIue for .T~ of about 750° 1? for a fuel-air ratio of
0.095, a dry inlet-manifold tomperaturc of 254° F, an exhaust
pressure of 29 to 30 inches of mercury absoIute, and standard
ignition timing. When this initial value of T. is corrected
to the customarily assumed reference conditions of fuel-air
ratio of 0,080, dry inld-manifo~d temperature of 80° 1’,
exhaust pressure of 29 ta .30 inches of mercury absolute,
and standard ignition timing in accordance with the rela-
tions to be presented later, a value of 760° F is obtained.
Although this reference vahe of T. for the coolant-heat-
rejection correlation is ccmsiderably lower than the value
of 1150° F used in tho cylinder-head-temperature correla-
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tions and approaches the vaIue of 600° F used in cylindcr-
barrel-temperature correlations (rcfcrcnces 1 rmd 7), it iY

considered suitable for tho present correlation of coolant
heat rejections in view of tho satisfactory final corrclntitm
obtained.

Thm variation of T. with fud-air ratio, inlet-mnnifohl
temperature, ignition timing, and exhaust pressuro for iho
heat-rejection correlation is determined iu a manner similar
to that for the head-temperature correlation from tho twts
in which these factors vmrc each indopcndcmtly varied vrhilo
holding aIl other conditions consttint. For tbeso coalitions
correlation equation (6) becomes

W=constant (10)

This constant is evahmted from tho lwat-rejection and

cnoIant-temperature data at tho operating conditions for
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which the value of Z’s has already been established. The
variation in Tr with each of the aforemention~ variabks is
then calculated from the due of the constant and the
heat-rejection and coolant-temperature data obtained it
the operating condition in question.

The variation of T=with fuel-air ratio is shown in @ure 20.
The data have been corrected to a dry irdet-manifoId
temperature of 80° F in accordance tith the relation between
T. and T. to be presented Iater. Although the data points
do not clearly defie a curve in the region of stoichiometric
fueI-air ratio, the shape of the curve in thii region was made
simih.r to that determined for simiIar relat ions in the cybder-
head-temperature correlations.

The vmiation of T. with the calctiated dry Met-manifold
temperature T-is presented in&me 21. These data, which
include both variable carburetor-air-t emperature and mri-
able engine-speed runs, have been corrected to a fuel-air
ratio of 0.080 in accordmce rnth the rdation between TZ
and fuel-air rat io presented in figure 20. AIthough there is
considerable scatter of the data, the trends indicated by both
types of run are the same. A line through the amrage of
the data indicates an increase in T. of about 0.30” F per
degree Fahrenheit ticrease in T=; correction of T. to other
than 80” F irdet-manifoId temrierature is therefore made
according to the folloviing relation:

AT==o.30(Tm–80) (20)

o

FIGCEC ‘ZI.-Tarfatirm d efCeMm i@fmler~ tem~rature wfch trdet-mrmifoldtemperature for cools-nt-heat~jedfcm ca+rafrdfon. M dsta Uxmcted toI-WI-airratio Ofo.m; *W ~,
M fnchesmerenry akdute; standard @JtIontimhg.
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The effect of exhaust pressure on T. for three values of
fuel-air ratio and a variety of engine conditions is presented in
figure 22. All the data have been corrected to aninlet-manifold
temperature of 80° F in accordance with equation (20).
As for the cylinder-head-temperature correlation, the in-
orease in T~ with increased exhaust pressure is greater at
the lean than at the rich mixtures for the range of fuel-air
ratios investigated. For convenience, a cross plot of the
curves in figure 22 is shown in figure 23 in which T~ is pIotted
as a function of fueI-air ratio for various exhaust pressurw.
The curve for an exhaust pressure of 30 inches of mercury
was obtained from figura 20 and scrv~d as a guide for t.lm
fairiug of the other curves.

The variation of T. with ignition timing for engine speeds
of 2600 and 3000 rpm is presented in figure 24 as a pIot. of
ATg against ignition timing. This curve has a minimum at

an exhaust spark-plug timing of about 30° B.T.C. and increases
as t.ho spark is advanced or retarded from this setting.

Exponent n on charge flow WO and constant B1.—The
value of the exponent non charge flow W’Cand the constant
B1 were obtained from the series of rune at constant coohm~
conditions in which the charge flow was varied by changing
either the manifoId pressure or engine speed. (A summary
of the conditions for these runs is given under variable charge

flow in table I.) T’or such conditions, corrclat.ion equation (6)
reduces to

“(Tg=TJ)-&=m~’a’”
(21)

Acccmding ta this equation, a plot of l/lf’,x agfiinst
(T,– T,)/El on rectangular coordinates would define n straight
line having a slope equal to tho value of B’ prrwidwl tlutt
the value of n vrero properly chosen. Bcca.usc [his method
requires a trial-and-error solution and may not. be as scnsitivo
as desired, a second method of dctwmining n nnd Ill btiwd
on equation (1) was used.

According to equation (l), a plot of W. against Z7/(Tc-TJ
on Logarithmic coordinates would result in a line having a
slope equaI to n and a value of 2?1 dctcrmincd from [h
eoordinat~s of any point on the line. These vducs of n and
B, may then be verified for use in equation (21), as previously
discussed. Such a plot is shown in figure 25, wherein initiul
values .of 0.94 for n and 0.37 for BL aro obtained.

The pIot of l/W.n against (T.– TJ/H, wherein the init inl
value of 0.94 was substituted for n, is presented in figure Xl.
A straight line having a slope of 0,37 satisfactorily represenL9
the data and thus the values of 0.94 for n and 0.37 for B1 arc
verified. Close agreement is seen to c.xist between the vmi-
able inlet-manifold-pressure and variable engine-apced data.
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FIGL_EE2&–%rfetIon 04efleetfve .@nder-gms temperatu.mwith fm+efr ratio for w%me
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Factor Z.—For the operating conditions of constant coohmt
temperature and composition and -m.riable coolant flow Wl,

rmination of the factor Z,which provide data for the dete
equation (6) reduces to

‘ei%h-z=%v

FIGUREXS.-Detsmmnef- icu d equment n and omstentBfiorcwiant4wst+eketknmrele-
tfcmfrommrf.stfonofEKG- !fdvrlthT. Fuekfr retie, O.MM; exheuet pressure, 2%33
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Inspection of tl& equation indicates that Z= B,
(w-

* when &{=O; therefore a pIot of BI
u (=)-*

against ~ using the previously determined values of Bl, n,

and T~wodd give an indication of the vtdue of the Z factor
w-hen .drapo]ated to zero 1/WJ. Such a pIot is shown in
@e 27 for five different coolants at two engine powers and a
value of O.U’ is indicated for Z. As for the cylinder-head-
temperature correlation, semml values in the neighborhood
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of 0.12 were chosc~ for Z and used in trial correlation pIots;
the vaIue that gave the most satisfactory correlation (0.12)
was fially used.

AIthough it would be expected that the scaIing of the
coolant passages in the hot regions of the cylinder head
(illustrated by the temperature curves of fig. 10) would have
an effect on the coolant heat rej eetion 8imiIar to that which
it had on the cylinder-head-temperature correlation (Lo. 11),
uo such effect COUIC1be detected within the accura.c.y of the
data. lt is likely, however, that the effect of this scaling
on theheat-rejectiou correlation is lees than those for the head-
tempemture correlation because the scaIe was deposited in
only a portion of the cylinder head and thus -WOUMnot have
as great an effect on the total coolant heat rejection as it did
on the cylinder-head temperature between the exhaust
valves.

Exponent m on cooIant-ffow parameter WL/p.—For the
determination of the exponent m on the coolant-flow param-
eter M’J/~, data similar to that used for the determination of
Z axe used and equation (6) may be accordingly written

rwa&=-’l’=wY ’23)
A Logarithmic plot of the factor

P37(Tga-’&”’21’

against WJ/p, in which the absolute wduc of the dope of iho
straight line through the data will bc cqucd to the oq}onrnt
m, is shown in figure 28 for five different coolants. Lines
having }he samo slope me drawn through tho dtifa for each
coolant and the value of the mponent. 7n is ths cs[tblishcd
as 0.26. This value of the exponent m, which is CS1tildislwd
from selected ciata, will be verified by t.hc dope of Lhc lino
through aIl the data in the final corrclntion plot lmscd on
equation (6).

Exponent s on Prandtl number Pr.—The value of tho
exponent s on the I?mndtl number Pr was Mwmincd from
data for a constant value of 11’Jp, whirh permits tlw reduc-
tion of equation (6) to

The slopQ of the line determined by a Logarithmic plot of

F“(%%+- 10.12 k against Z% wouhi lllcn ca-

tablish the value of the exponent s.

Following a procedure similar to thnL. used in tho hcnd-
temperature correlation, mdues of t.ho factor

~.37(~’)-&-o.12]k
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are obtained from dgure 28 for each of the coolants at a
constant value of Wdp and are then cross-plotted a@nst-
the PrandtI number Pr for the ditTerent cooIants. Data so
obtained from a cross pIot of flgu.re 2S at a constant -due
of 17rJp equal to 55,000 me shown in figure 29 and the slope
of the resulting line establishes the value of the exponent ~
on the PrandtI number Pr as 0.38.

PIXALCORRELATION

fial correlation witi cooh&flow factor WJjL as in-

dependent variable,-The find correlation based on equa-
tion (6), which is obtained by plotting the factor

~
fQ4

Ccczian t-flow parameter, W1/p

F19Lw B.—Determima tti of esponent m on m01ant410w ~met= WJP for cmlaut-heat-

“m’h ‘m’”” ‘m a“m “F(W-.-~. ““P+wiouscodam.Arerage codsnt cmwwnture, W F.

against- ~l/P on logarithmic coordinates for au the data, h
presented in figure 30. Although the data points scatter
considerably, the -mriation in terms of the cooIant heat
rejection is not excessive. Dashed Iines representing a
vnriation in heat rejection of A5 percent are drnwn on the
frame and practically all the data are seen to fall within
these limits. The effect of boibg of the coolant on this

~1 nudn% Pr

-ir’
momplot IX Egure 2S at m.Iue of ~ of 5&@10. Avem& moknt terqerahrre, W F.
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comeIation, which, as illustrated in ilgure 17, had a small
influence on the cylinder-head-temperature correlation,
could not be detected within the accuracy of the data.
Because the region in which boiling of the coolant occurred
was probably limited to a relatively small area of the cylinder
head, it would be expected to have a much smaller effect on
the total cookmt heat rejections than on the cylinder-head
temperatures.

The value of the exponent m, which is equal to the absoIute
value of the slope of the Iine through the data, is, as pre-
vioudy determined, equal to 0.26, and the value of the
constant .&, found by the substitution of the vahma of the
coordinates of any point on the line into the correlation
equation, is equal to 0.000302. The fird equation is
accordingly writ ten

F3’(=’)-+- 1 ()0.12 k(Pr)Ow=0.000302 ~ ‘0’28

(25)

and wdl apply over the range of engine operating conditions
and coolant conditions Iistcd in table I.

Final correlation with charge flow W, as independent
variable .—CorreIation of the tesk data, based on equation (7),
which is obtained by pIot ting the factor

against W, on logarithmic coordinates, is prcscntcd in
figure~l. A straight line with a slope of –0.94, which is
equal to the value of the exponent on V’c previously deter-
mined, is drawn through the data, When equation (25)~is

CooIan+, Varluble

7

Iycol- water
pert.rc;:)~

\ 0 o-too-
*

~
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Coaront flow
+ W- 70
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do.
do.

70-so do.
.: 97- 3 de.

b A ~- 70 Cariwretor-oir
tempera fure
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b &J-;: Cho e fl~w

a’ --- -0.94 7
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FImJrm81.—Finalcorrelation of mold heat re@ctIcmsbawd cmequation (7).
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FIGCBE 32-Variatkm with CGOISJUtsmpeinture of cdmtwGwrty parameter
f.faar~fip for emfant-befit-refectbn ~t~~

rem-ranged in accordance with this plot., the following form
is obtained:

‘“ (’T=’)-(7’’P2)(k+)-”.’’=o””o””
(26)

In order to facilitate the computation of coohmt heat
rejections by means of this equation, values of the coolant-

0‘@/k(1%) 0as are presented in figure 32property parameter P
for various ethylene glycol—water solutions over a range
of cooIant temperatures.

USE OF CORRELATION EQUATIONS

ln order to illustrate the use of the correlation equations,
the folIowing example is presented:

The maximum cyLinder-head temperature between the
~xhaust valves and the coolant heat rejection are to be
determined for the following conditions:

Engine charge flow (air plus fuel), lb/~-_-----_-__--------- 3.0
En@nes@, rpm--------------------------------------- 3000
Fuel-air mtio -------------------------------------------- 0.095
Carburetor-inlet air temperature, IF------------------------ 60
Exhutp~um, i~Hgabwlute -------------------------- 40.0
Ignition timing (eshaust spark p[ugs), deg B.TIC------------- 40
Accumtited engine running time, ~--------------.--.-- Over 100
Coolant flow, lb/~c ______________________________________ 30.0
Average coolant temperature, IF--------------------------- 250
Coolant composition, ethylene g-l~col-~ater (percent by

voI(lme)----------------------------------------------- 30-70

Determination of maximum cylinder-head temperature.—

The average cylinder-head temperature is fit evaluated
from equation (18) and the matium cylinder-head temper-
ature then determined from @e 18. Mthough either
equation (17] or (18) may be used to evahate the average
cylinder-head temperature, the grouping of the coolant-

property terrm of equation (18) resuIts in greater con-
venience of application.

The dry inlet-manifold temperature is computed from
the carburetor-air temperature and the engine speed by
means of equation (9) as foIlorvs:

()T== T.~25.28 $0 ‘

()
3000 a

=60+25.28 ~

=288° 1?

In order to determine the effective cylinder-gas tempera-
ture Tf, a value of T= is fht- determined horn figure 6 as
1069° F for a fuel-air ratio of 0.095, an exhaust pressure of
40 inches of mercury absolute, standard ignition timing,
and a dry inlet-manifold temperature of 80° F. The cor-
rection for an ignition timing of 40= B.T.C. is obtained from
figure 7 as 24° F. For a dry inlet-manifold t empmat ure of
288° F, the correction to T. is determind from equation (11)

ATg=0.25 (T.–SO)

=0.25 (288-80)

=52° F

The value of T, is then determined by algebraically adding
the corrections for ignition timing and manifold temperature
to the mdue obtained from figure 6.

T==1069+24+52=1145”F

Because the variation of Z with engine running @ne
was shown to be constant at u vaIue of 0.13 (fig. 11) for any
engine running time o~er 100 hours, this constant ~value is

( ‘“”U )isde’w-
~d. The cooIant-property parameter ~(Pr)Os

mined from figure 16 for the spectied coolant and cooIant
tempmature as equid to 164.

Substitution of the -dues of the various parameters
equation (18)

gives the following:

‘.8’9Tb+ Th= 1145+ 2.S39X250

T,=483° 1?

For this value of the average cylindm-head temperat ure,

into

(18)

●

the
maximum cylinder-head tempwature between the exhaust
valves is found to be 499° F (fig. 1S).
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Determination of coolant heat rejection.-Aa for the
cylinder-head temperature, the determination of the coolant
heat rejection ia most conveniently accomplished by using
the equation in which the charge flow is the separated
variable; equation (26) will therefore be used.

As previously calculated for the cyIinder-heacl-temperature
determination, the dry inlet-mfinifold temperature is 288” F.
A value of TC for a fuel-ah ratio of 0.095, an exhaust
pressure of 40 inches of mercury absolute, standard ignition
timing, and a dry inlet-manifold ten~perature of 80° F is fit
determined from figure 23 as 716° F. The correction for an
ignition timing of 40° B.T.C. is obtained from figure 24 as
14° F. For a dry inle~manifold temperature of 288° F,
the correction to T. is determined from equation (20).

AT.=0.30 (Tm–80)

=0.30 (288–80)

=62.4° 1?

The value of 2’. is then determined by algebraically
adding the corrections for ignition timing and manifold
temperature to the value obtained from figure 23.

Tg=71f3+14+62.4 =792.40 F
--

( ‘=)”The coolant-property parameter ~Pr)O.u 1Sdetertied

from figure 32 for the specified coolant and coolant temper-
ature and is equaI to 964.

Substitution of the values of the various parameters into
equation (26)

o“3’(-)-r”w~2)(&)-012=w’’-o””’26)
gives the following:

037 792.4–250

( ~ )-r”%~~2)(g64)-0012=30-O”w

~–O.120–O.12=0.3561

H= 336.6 13tu per second

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

& analysis of the dath. obtained from multicyhnder,
. Iiquid-oooled engines of 1710-oubic-inch displacement, which

included power outpute from 275 to 1860 brake horsepower,

coolant flows from 50 to 320 gallons per minute, and coolants
compcised of e?hylcno gIycol—water mixtures vrtrying in
composition from 100 percent wutw to 97 percent cthylrno
glycol _and 3 percent whtw’ ga~e the following resuIts:

1. The NACIA correlation method, which is bnscd on the
theory of heat transfer by normaI forced convect.ion, prl~-
vided satisfactory correlation of both the cylindm-head
temperature between the exhaust valves and the coohmt
heat rejection with the primary engine and coolant variahlcs
for a wide range of engine find ccolant conditions.

2. The correlation method as applied Iwrcin pcmniited
the prediction of the cylinder-head temperature IMLWMW
the exhaust valves within approximately + 12° F and of
the coolant heat. rejection with an accurnry of *5 pmccnt.

3. Boiling of the coolant, which was encount.md at acvcrrtl
engine powers under certain conditions of COOIRnt flow,
coolant temperature, and coolnnt composition, was found
to have an effect on the cylinder-hcnd tmnpwaturcs. For
the ranges of variables covered in this investigation, hmv-
ever, this boiling of the coolant did not seriously fiffoct lhc
cylinder-head-temperature corrclaLion and had no deLwtiMc
effect on the heat-rejection c.orrclntion.

FLIGHT PROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMBIIT-TEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, ilztgust 31, 1948.
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